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We consider a problem involving estimation of a high-dimensional covariance matrix that is the sum of a diagonal matrix and
a low-rank matrix, and making a decision based on the resulting estimate. Such problems arise, for example, in portfolio
management, where a common approach employs principal component analysis (PCA) to estimate factors used in constructing
the low-rank term of the covariance matrix. The decision problem is typically treated separately, with the estimated covariance
matrix taken to be an input to an optimization problem. We propose directed PCA, an efficient algorithm that takes the
decision objective into account when estimating the covariance matrix. Directed PCA effectively adjusts factors that would be
produced by PCA so that they better guide the specific decision at hand. We demonstrate through computational studies that
directed PCA yields significant benefit, and we prove theoretical results establishing that the degree of improvement over
conventional PCA can be arbitrarily large.
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1. Introduction
We consider a problem that involves estimating a covariance
matrix from independent identically distributed sample
vectors and then making a decision based on this estimate.
The payoff depends on the decision and an additional
independent sample vector, observed after the decision is
made. We focus on the case where the dimension of sample
vectors is large relative to the number of observed samples.

Our formulation is relevant, for example, to the area
of portfolio management, where it is common to estimate
asset return covariances and to use these estimates to guide
investment decisions. The prototypical decision problem
here is to select a portfolio that maximizes risk-adjusted
return, with risk measured in terms of return variance. This
optimization problem is commonly formulated as a quadratic
program in which return expectations and covariances serve
as problem data.

To produce a meaningful estimate of a high-dimensional
covariance matrix from a limited number of samples, we
must assume that the matrix obeys some simplifying structure.
In this paper we consider a scenario where the covariance
matrix can be well-approximated by the sum of a diagonal
matrix and a low-rank symmetric matrix. Such a covariance
matrix can be viewed as representing a factor model, in
which each observed variable is a noise-corrupted linear
combination of latent common factors. A common approach
to estimating such a covariance matrix is through princi-
pal component analysis (PCA). This approach focuses on
explaining the observed data without regard to the objec-
tive of the subsequent decision. In other words, covariance

matrix estimation and decision optimization are carried out
independently. This separation leaves room for improvement,
as we shall demonstrate in this paper.

We propose a new approach—directed PCA—which
estimates the covariance matrix in a way that is tailored to
the objective of the subsequent decision problem. As with
PCA, directed PCA produces an estimate that is the sum
of a diagonal matrix and a low-rank symmetric matrix.
To understand directed PCA, it is useful to first consider an
approach that we will refer to as empirical optimization.
Let us assume for the purpose of this discussion that we
are restricted to select a covariance matrix from a set S,
consisting of positive semidefinite matrices each of which
is the sum of a diagonal matrix and a symmetric matrix
with rank that does not exceed some prespecified value K.
In empirical optimization, one assumes that the future
data sample is drawn uniformly from the set of previously
observed samples, and the covariance matrix is selected from
S to maximize expected payoff of the resulting decision.
Equivalently, one can view empirical optimization as selecting
from S a covariance matrix that would lead to a decision
strategy that optimizes “in-sample performance.” As such,
empirical optimization does not explicitly aim to select a
covariance matrix that explains historical data; the focus is
on historical performance of hypothetical decisions.

Unfortunately, empirical optimization does not generally
lead to effective future decisions. The problem is over-
fitting; the selected covariance matrix is too specialized
to decisions that would have been effective in the face of
previously observed data samples, and the performance of the
resulting decision strategy does not generalize well to future
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samples. Directed PCA aims to rectify this shortcoming
by combining the merits of empirical optimization and
PCA-based methods for covariance estimation. Directed PCA
essentially carries out empirical optimization, but subject to
a constraint that the resulting covariance matrix explains the
data well. In particular, the point estimate is selected from a
confidence region around a maximum a posteriori (MAP)
estimate.

A new formulation for estimating covariance matrices
from high-dimensional data is not practically useful without
an efficient estimation algorithm. An important contribution
of this paper is an efficient algorithm for directed PCA,
with computational requirements comparable to those of
conventional PCA. To assess merits of directed PCA, we
apply the algorithm to study two data sets: one is a synthetic
data set designed for this specific purpose, whereas the
other is an empirical time series of S&P 500 stock returns.
We find that directed PCA yields significant improvements
over conventional approaches. Specifically, applying directed
PCA to a portfolio management example based on empirical
data increases certain-equivalent payoff by 7%. With our
synthetic data set, we identify plausible examples where the
gain reaches 34%.

Aside from our formulation, algorithm, and empirical
study, a significant contribution of this paper is in a pair
of theoretical results that elucidate the benefits of directed
PCA. These results assume that the covariance matrix
of the generating distribution is the sum of a diagonal
matrix and a low-rank symmetric matrix. As such, each
data sample can be viewed as a noise-corrupted linear
combination of factor loading vectors. The first of our two
theoretical results establishes that when the decision objective
is aligned with one of the factor loading vectors, the absolute
performance increase from using directed PCA instead of
MAP estimation can grow linearly in the dimension of the
data. The second result establishes that when the decision
objective is orthogonal to the span of factor loading vectors,
the percentage performance increase from using directed
PCA instead of MAP estimation can grow linearly in the
dimension of the data. These two results offer striking
indications of the importance of accounting for the decision
objective in the estimation process, especially when dealing
with high-dimensional data.

A conceptual thrust in the development of directed PCA
is in the use of a decision objective to guide model-fitting.
In order to put our work in perspective relative to prior
literature, we will discuss here three threads of research that
relate to this spirit: robust optimization, operational statistics,
and statistical decision theory.

In robust optimization, one makes a decision assuming
that uncertain parameters are chosen adversarially, though
constrained to a prescribed confidence region (see, e.g.,
Ben-Tal et al. 2009). The work from this area that most
closely relates to ours is that of Goldfarb and Iyengar (2003),
which treated a robust portfolio selection problem in which
confidence regions for expected returns and covariances are

produced through a regression analysis of historical data.
This approach selects a portfolio that maximizes risk-adjusted
expected return, assuming worst case point estimates within
the confidence regions. Also related is the subsequent work
of Delage and Ye (2008), which treated a more general
formulation that accommodates uncertainty in statistics of
return distributions beyond expectations and covariances;
this formulation synthesizes those of Goldfarb and Iyengar
(2003) and Popescu (2007).

Similarly with robust optimization, our approach con-
strains the choice of point estimate to a confidence region.
However, an important difference is that, instead of selecting
a worst case point estimate, our approach selects one that
optimizes in-sample performance. Relative to using the
MAP estimate, our approach is in a sense more aggressive
whereas robust optimization is more conservative. Being
aggressive helps when the MAP estimate exhibits significant
bias and reasonably low variance. Bias can stem from model
misspecification or MAP estimation itself. For example,
in our context, empirical data may not be generated by a
factor model with a small number of factors, and even if
they were, the MAP estimate can be different from the
conditional expectation. On the other hand, assuming a
factor model structure controls the variance of the resulting
estimate so that it is sufficiently robust without imposing any
additional conservatism. Indeed, in the course of research
that led to this paper, we tried robust optimization using our
confidence regions but found resulting decisions to be overly
conservative and to perform worse than MAP estimates.

Operational statistics is another line of work that empha-
sizes the relevance of decision objectives in estimating model
parameters. This terminology first appeared in Liyanage and
Shanthikumar (2005), where the authors describe a method
that factors objectives into how demand distributions are
estimated when they are to be used in a newsvendor inven-
tory control problem. In particular, instead of estimating the
parameters of the distribution, the method estimates an opti-
mal order quantity directly from the data. This approach is
subsequently elaborated by Chu et al. (2008) using Bayesian
analysis with a non-informative prior. In a related vein,
Besbes et al. (2010) develop a statistical test that incorporates
decision performance into a measure of statistical validity
and illustrate their approach in the context of a revenue
management problem. Our work can be seen as contributing
to this line of research by developing a method that is
similar in spirit but designed for a different class of problems
involving estimation of a factor model.

Our work also relates to the broad and well-studied area
of statistical decision theory (see, e.g., Berger 1985). In this
area, it is common to apply a Bayesian approach, which
begins with a prior distribution over all possible models
and then evaluates a posterior distribution conditioned on
observed data. The Bayes optimal decision is then taken to
be the one that maximizes expected performance with respect
to this posterior distribution. Estimation and decision-making
are decoupled, but in a coherent way that does not leave
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room for improvement. However, this approach is often
computationally intractable for relevant decision objectives
and model classes. As a consequence, practitioners tend
to appeal to approximate solutions. In our context, MAP
estimation provides an approximate solution, and the nature
of this approximation does leave room for improvement from
coupling estimation and decision-making, as we establish in
this paper.

This paper is organized as follows. A mathematical formu-
lation of our problem is presented in §2. In §3 we present two
PCA-based estimation methods and introduce directed PCA.
To simplify the exposition, the discussion of §3 assumes that
the diagonal component of the covariance matrix estimate
is constrained to be a nonnegative multiple of the identity
matrix. We provide generalizations in §4 that accommodate
arbitrary positive semidefinite diagonal matrices. We present
computational studies in §5 and theoretical results in §6.
Section 7 concludes the paper with a discussion of some
possible extensions.

2. Problem Formulation
Consider a stochastic optimization problem that involves
selecting a decision u ∈�M in order to maximize the ex-
pected value of an objective function

g4u1x5= cTu− 4uTx521 (1)

where c ∈�M is a given objective vector, and x ∈�M is a
random vector drawn from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution
N401è∗5, where è∗ is unknown to us. This problem could
be easily solved if we had access to the covariance matrix è∗.
Indeed, since

E6g4u1x57= cTu−uTè∗u1

we can rewrite this decision problem as

max
u∈�M

cTu−uTè∗u1 (2)

which has an analytical solution u∗ =
1
2è

−1
∗
c. Now suppose

we have observed N sample vectors drawn i.i.d. from
N401è∗5, denoted by a set X= 8x4151 0 0 0 1x4N 59. Our goal is
to compute a point estimate è̂ for è∗ based on the dataset X,
and use that estimate to guide our decision making. One
natural approach of doing so is to use è̂ as a surrogate for
è∗ in the decision problem (2). This leads to a decision

û= arg max
u∈�M

cTu−uTè̂u=
1
2 è̂

−1c0 (3)

The out-of-sample performance of this resulting decision,
given by E6g4û1x5 �è∗7= cTû− ûTè∗û, is therefore the
evaluation criterion for an estimate è̂.

A typical Bayesian treatment of this problem goes as
follows. We first choose a prior distribution p4è5 that reflects
our belief about the properties of è∗. We then evaluate the

posterior probability p4è �X5 conditioned on observation X,
and solve for a Bayes optimal decision by optimizing

max
u

E6g4u1x5 �X70 (4)

Recall that

E6g4u1x5 �X7=
∫

è
E6g4u1x5 �è7p4è �X5dè0 (5)

This integral is generally hard to evaluate, and one common
relaxation is to assume p4è �X5 peaks sharply at its mode.
Specifically, let èMAP denote the maximum a posteriori
(MAP) estimate, defined as

èMAP = arg max
è

p4è �X50 (6)

We can approximate (5) by

E6g4u1x5 �X7'
∫

è
E6g4u1x5 �è7�4è−èMAP5dè

= E6g4u1x5 �è∗ =èMAP71 (7)

which, together with (4) and (3), suggest a decision u=
1
2è

−1
MAPc. Thus, instead of solving a convoluted decision

problem, practitioners often adopt the above rationale and
compute the MAP estimate as a solution.

To produce a meaningful MAP estimate from a limited
number of samples in high-dimensional space, the prior
p4è5 is usually designed to put stronger weights on those
covariance matrices that obey some simplifying structure.
In this paper, we focus on a scenario in which the covariance
matrix è∗ is believed to be dominated by a few components.
Mathematically speaking, we will assume that è∗ can be well-
approximated by the sum of a diagonal matrix R∗ � 0 and a
symmetric matrix F∗ � 0 whose rank is much smaller than
the dimension M . This assumption effectively corresponds
to a factor model that generates each sample vector by

x4n5 = F1/2
∗

z4n5 +w4n51

where F1/2
∗

is a thin matrix that represents the factor loadings,
z4n5 ∼N401 I5 represents a parsimonious set of independent
factors, and w4n5 ∼N401R∗5 represents the idiosyncratic
residual noise not captured by these factors. Such a model
has been widely applied in economics, finance, medicine,
psychology, and various other natural and social sciences
(Harman 1976). We will discuss two popular choices of prior
that express this factor model assumption in next section.

Although using MAP estimate to guide decision making
is a common approach widely adopted by practitioners due
to its simplicity, it generally suffers from two disadvantages.
First, the prior p4è5 is usually chosen in a way that not only
reflects our assumption but also enables efficient computation
of the MAP estimate. Such mathematical convenience is often
attained at the price of introducing model bias, or equivalently,
prior mis-specification. Second, MAP estimation does not
take into account the decision objective when computing an
estimate. As we will see in the following sections, these
disadvantages together leave room for improvement.
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3. Estimation Algorithms: Uniform
Residual Case

We will begin our discussion with a simplified scenario
in which the residual variances are further assumed to be
identical. In other words, we will assume R∗ is a multiple of
identity matrix, denoted by �2

∗
I, and therefore è∗ = F∗ +�2

∗
I.

This assumption helps us better illustrate our main idea, and
will be relaxed in the next section.

3.1. Regularized Maximum-Likelihood Estimates

Instead of solving (6) directly for an MAP estimate, in
practice one might convert it into a regularized maximum-
likelihood estimation problem, where the regularization
reflects our prior belief that è∗ obeys the factor model
assumption. We now consider two types of regularization for
this purpose, both of which are popular partly due to the
fact that they can be efficiently computed via PCA.

3.1.1. Constraining the Rank. Since we assume the
data is generated by a factor model with a parsimonious set
of factors, a natural choice of regularization is to constrain
the number of factors, or equivalently, the rank of matrix F∗.
Such regularized maximum-likelihood estimation can be
formulated as an optimization problem

max
F∈�M

+ 1�2¾0
logp4X �è5

s.t. è= F+�2I1

rank4F5¶K1 (8)

where �M
+

denotes the set of all M ×M positive semidefinite
symmetric matrices, and K is the number of factors exoge-
nously specified by the user. Recall that the log likelihood
of the observation X can be written as

logp4X �è5

= −
N

2

(

M log42�5+ log det4è5+ tr4è−1èSAM5
)

1 (9)

where èSAM = 41/N 5
∑N

n=1 x4n5x
T
4n5 denotes the sample covari-

ance matrix. Although logp4X � è5 is not concave in è
and therefore (8) is not a convex program, Tipping and
Bishop (1999) has shown that its solution can be efficiently
computed via PCA. This involves first computing an eigende-
composition of the sample covariance matrix èSAM =BSBT,
where B ∈�M×M is an orthonormal matrix and S is a diago-
nal matrix whose diagonal elements are sorted in decreasing
order. Our estimate for the residual variance is then given by

�̂2
=

1
M −K

M
∑

k=K+1

Sk1k0

Furthermore, letting H be a K ×K diagonal matrix with
diagonal entries Hk1k = Sk1k −�2 and B12K be the M ×K
matrix made up of the first K columns of B, the estimate
for the factor loadings is given by F̂=B12KHBT

12K . We will

refer to this method as uniform-residual rank-constrained
maximum-likelihood, and use èK

URM = F̂+ �̂2I to denote the
covariance matrix resulting from this procedure.

In our implementation, we employ a version of cross-
validation for the selection of K. Details of the procedure
can be found in the appendix. Through selection of K, this
procedure arrives at a covariance matrix which we will
denote by èURM.

3.1.2. Penalizing the Trace. Instead of constraining
the rank of factor loadings matrix F, Kao and Van Roy
(2013) regularized the maximum-likelihood estimation by
introducing a trace penalty term. Specifically, they formulated
a convex program by using three facts: first, the log-likelihood
function (9) is concave in the inverse covariance matrix è−1;
second, if è= F+�2I with F ∈�M

+
, then the matrix defined

by G = �−2I−è−1 is in �M
+

with rank4G5= rank4F5; third,
for any G ∈�M

+
, it is a common technique to use tr4G5 as a

convex surrogate for rank4G5. These facts together suggest
working with inverse covariance matrix è−1 and penalizing
tr4G5 when computing maximum-likelihood estimate, as
formally described by a convex program

max
G∈�M

+ 1 v¾0
logp4X �è5−� tr4G5

s0t0 è−1
= vI−G0 (10)

Here, the variable v represents the reciprocal of residual
variance. We will refer to this method as uniform-residual
trace-penalized maximum-likelihood, and use è�

UTM to denote
the covariance matrix derived from the optimal solution
to this convex program. Similarly to URM, � here can be
selected by cross-validation.

Kao and Van Roy (2013) also provided an analytical
solution to (10) using PCA. Their solution is based on
soft-thresholding eigenvalues, as defined below.

Definition 1. For all symmetric M ×M matrices, denoted
by a set �M , we define an operator F�2 �

M →�M such that
F�4A5=B if A and B share the same eigenvectors, and
their corresponding eigenvalues, denoted by a11 a21 0 0 0 1 aM

and b11 b21 0 0 0 1 bM , sum to the same trace and satisfy

bi = max
{

ai −
2�
N

1
1
v

}

1 i = 11 0 0 0 1M1

for some scalar v.

They have shown that

è�
UTM =F�4èSAM50 (11)

Therefore, to compute è�
UTM, we first compute the eigende-

composition of èSAM, and then determine the value of v
such that the eigenvalues given by the above formula sum to
the desired trace. Note that for reasonably large values of
�, the operator F� will typically convert most eigenvalues
to a constant and subtract another constant from the other,
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larger, eigenvalues. This produces a matrix that is the sum
of a low-rank one and a multiple of the identity matrix, as
desired.

One of the main differences between URM and UTM is
the way they deal with the large eigenvalues of the sample
covariance matrix. While URM preserves those values in
its estimate, UTM subtracts a constant 2�/N from them.
Such subtraction has been shown to correct the bias induced
by sample eigenvalues, and generally yields more accurate
estimates (Kao and Van Roy 2013).

3.2. Posterior-Constrained Empirical Optimization

Both of the methods discussed above focus on the goodness
of fit and ignore the subsequent decision guided by the esti-
mate. We now propose a method that takes into account the
decision objective by maximizing the in-sample performance
of the resulting decision. Recall from (3) that, given an
estimate è, the resulting decision u can be viewed as a
function of it. Let us denote this relation by u4è5=

1
2è

−1c.
The in-sample performance of è is therefore defined as the
payoff we receive as if we apply the resulting decision u4è5
over the observed data, i.e.,

g̃4è5=

N
∑

n=1

g4u4è51x4n550

A simple empirical optimization approach would seek a è
that maximizes the in-sample performance g̃4è5. Although
this approach explicitly takes into account the decision
objective, it generally suffers from over-fitting since the
selected estimate is too specialized for in-sample data, and
the resulting decision does not generalize well to future
samples.

One remedy to this problem is to require è to be selected
from a set of covariance matrices that are coherent with
our model assumption and well explain the historical data.
Since posterior probability p4è � X5 effectively reflects
these two criteria, we propose selecting a è that maximizes
in-sample performance g̃4è5 subject to a constraint that
its posterior probability p4è � X5 is sufficiently high, as
formerly described by

max
è

g̃4è5

s.t. p4è �X5¾ p00

To select a prior for this purpose, note that the trace penalty
introduced in §3.1.2 is particularly suitable. Specifically, if
we view exp4−� tr4G55 as a prior for è, then logp4è �X5
equals to logp4X � è5 − � tr4G5 + a constant, which is
concave in è−1 and leads to a desirable convex level-set.
This observation together with the fact that g̃ is a concave
function of è−1 suggest a convex formulation:

max
G∈�M

+ 1 v¾0
g̃4è5

s.t. logp4X �è5−� tr4G5¾ p̄− �1

è−1
= vI−G1 (12)

where p̄ is the optimum of (10), and � specifies the “radius”
of the confidence set. We will refer to this method as
posterior-constrained empirical optimization, and denote the
resulting estimate by è�1�

PEO.
To make this formulation practically useful, we also

need an efficient solution method. One typical approach
for solving (12) is to price out the inequality constraint to
produce the following related problem

max
G∈�M

+ 1 v¾0
�g̃4è5+ logp4X �è5−� tr4G5

s.t. è−1
= vI−G1 (13)

where � ¾ 0 is a scalar that adjusts the weights between the
in-sample performance and the posterior probability. It is
easy to see that � increases with �, and � = 0 when � = 0.
Therefore, to solve (12), we can solve (13) for a sequence
of �, and pick the solution that corresponds to the largest �
while remaining feasible with respect to (12). The problem
then boils down to how to solve (13) efficiently.

Since (13) involves a semidefinite constraint and a trace
penalty, one might consider solving the problem through
application of an alternating direction method of multipliers
(ADMM) (see, e.g., Boyd et al. 2011). This approach, how-
ever, gives rise to onerous computational demands when the
data dimension M is large. One important contribution of
this paper is an efficient algorithm that solves (13) using a
variation of PCA. This method is justified by a theoretical
result that relates the decision objective to the principal com-
ponents of the PEO estimate. Specifically, letting 4G�1 v�5 be
the solution to (13) and è� = 4v�I−G�5

−1 be the resulting
estimate, we have:

Theorem 1. For any è ∈�M
++

, è=è� if and only if it is a
fixed point that satisfies

è=F�4èSAM +�C⊗D51 (14)

where C = ccT, D = è−1èSAM − I, and C ⊗ D 4

=
1
2 4CD+DTCT5.

To interpret this result, note that C essentially contains the
information about the decision objective, D represents the
discrepancy between the estimate and the sample covariance
matrix (as D vanishes when è=èSAM), and the operation
⊗ captures the alignment between the objective and the
discrepancy. Furthermore, the soft-thresholding operator F�

produces a covariance matrix that is the sum of a low-rank
matrix and a multiple of identity matrix, as desired.

Based on Theorem 1, we can design an iterative algorithm
for solving (13). This algorithm evaluates the right-hand
side (RHS) of (14) at each iteration, and use that result as
the search direction for parameters update. In the rare and
degenerate case where (14) outputs a non-positive definite
matrix, or the case where no point along that search direction
can increase the objective value, we simply update the
parameters according to a projected gradient ascent method.
Algorithm 1 describes this procedure. For the sake of clarity
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and simplicity, we put off some implementation details
into the appendix. These parts are marked by asterisks in
Algorithm 1.

Since Algorithm 1 uses (14) as its termination criterion, it
returns the solution to (13) whenever it terminates. Although
we do not provide formal convergence analysis here, we
have applied Algorithm 1 to a total of 2800 randomly
generated problem instances, and for all of them Algorithm 1
terminated successfully. More details on these experiments
will be reported in §5.

We will refer to this algorithm as directed PCA, since the
selected components are tailored for the decision objective.
To measure the performance of directed PCA, we benchmark
it against a common implementation of ADMM based on
L-BFGS algorithm (Liu and Nocedal 1989), as suggested
in Boyd et al. (2011). We found in our experiments that
directed PCA generally requires three orders of magnitude
less compute time than the ADMM to attain the same level
of accuracy. Table 1 gives the average compute time of
directed PCA versus ADMM on a typical workstation for
ten randomly generated problem instances over dimension
M = 100, 200, and 500.

Algorithm 1 (Directed PCA)
Input: X, c, �, �, initial point è0

Output: è�

(For steps marked with asterisks, details are provided in
the appendix.)
4vI−G5−1 ←è0 // initialize 4G1 v5

repeat
D̂← 4vI−G5èSAM − I

// evaluate the discrepancy between estimate
and sample

è̂←F�4èSAM +�C⊗ D̂5
// evaluate the RHS of (14) using PCA

if è̂ ∈�M
++ then

4v̂I− Ĝ5−1 ← è̂

4ãG1ãv5← 4Ĝ1 v̂5− 4G1 v5

// generate search direction
Use backtracking line search to select an

appropriate step size � ∈ 60117∗

4G1 v5← 4G1 v5+�4ãG1ãv5

end if
if è̂y�M

++ or �= 0 then
// this means è̂ fails to give a legitimate

search direction
Update 4G1 v5 by projected gradient ascent∗

end if
until 4vI−G5−1 satisfies (14)∗

return 4vI−G5−10

4. Estimation Algorithms: Nonuniform
Residual Case

All of the algorithms discussed in §3 assume the residual
variances are identical for each variable, which is not always

Table 1. The average compute time of directed PCA ver-
sus ADMM over different problem dimensions.

Dimension M = 100 M = 200 M = 500

ADMM 44.5 sec 4.31 min 3.01 hr
Directed PCA 77.1 ms 0.319 sec 3.47 sec

the case in practice. We will relax such an assumption in
this section and discuss three algorithms that can be viewed
as extensions of URM, UTM, and PEO.

4.1. Expectation Maximization

Without the assumption of uniform residual variances, the
rank-constrained maximum-likelihood method can be writ-
ten as

max
F∈�M

+ 1R∈�M
+

logp4X �è5

s.t. è= F+R1

rank4F5¶K1 (15)

where �M
+

denotes the set of all M ×M diagonal matrices
whose entries are non-negative. Unlike (8), this formulation
does not have an analytical solution. One common approach
to solving it approximately is through the expectation-
maximization algorithm (EM). We now give a sketch of
this method, while more details can be found in Rubin and
Thayer (1982).

The algorithm generates a sequence of iterates F1/2 ∈�M×K

and R∈�M
+

, such that the covariance matrix è=F1/2FT/2 +R
increases the log-likelihood of X with each iteration. Each iter-
ation involves an estimation step in which we compute expec-
tations E6z4n5 � x4n57 and E6z4n5z

T
4n5 � x4n57, for n= 11 0 0 0 1N ,

assuming the data are generated according to the covariance
matrix è= F1/2FT/2 +R. A maximization step then updates
F and R according to these expectations. This algorithm is
guaranteed to converge, though not necessarily to a global
optimum.

4.2. Scaled Trace-Penalized Maximum-Likelihood

To relax the uniform residual assumption for trace-penalized
maximum-likelihood, Kao and Van Roy (2013) propose
a method based on componentwise scaling of the data.
Specifically, let T ∈�M

+
be a scaling matrix, and let TX=

8Tx4151 0 0 0 1Tx4N 59. It is easy to show that p4X � è5 =

p4TX �TèT5 if T has unit determinant. This observation
motivates an approach that simultaneously seeks an appropri-
ate scaling matrix T and a factor model that best explains
the scaled data, as formerly described by the following
optimization problem:

max
G∈�M

+ 1 v∈�+1T∈�M
+

logp4TX �è5−� tr4G5

s0t0 è−1
= vI−G1

log detT¾ 00

(16)
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The solution to this problem identifies a linear transformation
that allows the data to be best-explained by a factor model
with uniform residual variances. Given an optimal solution,
1/T2

i1 i should be approximately proportional to the variance
of the ith residual, so that normalizing by Ti1 i makes residual
variances uniform. Note that the optimization problem
constrains log detT to be nonnegative rather than zero. This
makes the feasible region convex, and this constraint is
binding at the optimal solution. Denote the optimal solution
to (16) by 4G∗1 v∗1T∗5. The estimate is thus given by
T−1

∗
4v∗I−G∗5

−1T−T
∗

.
The objective function of (16) is not concave in 4G1 v1T5,

but is biconcave in 4G1 v5 and T. The authors solve it by coor-
dinate ascent, alternating between optimizing 4G1 v5 and T.
This procedure is guaranteed to converge, though still possi-
bly to a local optimum. They have tested different heuristics
for choosing initial points and found their results insensitive
to this choice. In this paper, we will choose the initial point
via UTM in our implementation and refer to this method as
scaled trace-penalized maximum-likelihood (STM).

4.3. Scaled Posterior-Constrained
Empirical Optimization

We now extend PEO to deal with nonuniform residuals by a
scaling technique similar to that presented in §4.2. Note that
for any scaling matrix T, we have

cTu− 4uTx52
= 4Tc5T4T−1u5− 44T−1u5TTx520

This implies if we scale the data, objective vector, and
decision by the same scaling matrix, then the resulting
performance does not change. Based on this equivalence, we
propose scaled posterior-constrained empirical optimization
(SPEO), formally described by the following procedure:

1. Use STM to produce a scaling matrix T.
2. Scale the data and objective vector by T.
3. Apply PEO to the scaled data and objective to produce

a scaled covariance estimate è̃.
4. Compute a prescaled decision ũ=

1
2 è̃

−14Tc5.
5. Output a decision û=Tũ.
We will refer to SPEO and PEO collectively as

directed PCA.

5. Computational Experiments
To compare the performance of aforementioned algorithms,
we conducted two sets of experiments. The first one uses
synthetic data, whereas the second one is based on the real
data from S&P 500 stocks returns.

5.1. Synthetic Data

For synthetic data experiment, we further divided it into two
cases: one with uniform residual variances, and the other
with nonuniform residual variances. The former used the
following procedure to generate data:

1. Sample M orthonormal vectors �11�21 0 0 0 1�M ∈�M

isotropically.
2. Sample f11 f21 0 0 0 1 fM iid from N4−1125.

3. Let F1/2
∗

= 6ef1�1 ef2�2 0 0 0 efM�M 7.
4. Let è∗ = F1/2

∗
FT/2

∗
+ I.

5. Sample x4151 0 0 0 1x4N 5 iid from N401è∗5.
Note that we sampled the magnitudes of factors from a

log-normal distribution, and therefore only a small fraction of
them would be significant while the others close to zero. This
is intended to simulate the scenario where the covariance
matrix can be well approximated by but not exactly equal
to the sum of a low-rank matrix and a diagonal one, as in
many real-world cases.

We repeated this procedure 100 times for each N ∈ 8251501
10012009 with M = 100, and tested URM, UTM, and PEO
on these uniform-residual data sets. For URM and UTM, the
parameters of the prior distribution K and � were selected
via cross-validation, where about 70% of each dataset was
used for training and 30% for validation. For PEO, we chose
their � to be the same value as UTM’s, and set their � to be
8161412, for N = 2515011001200, respectively.

To generate an objective vector c, we considered two
cases: independent objective and aligned objective. In the
first case, we simply sampled a c from the unit sphere in
�M isotropically. In the second case, we generated a c that
was relatively more aligned with the top twenty primary
factor loading vectors. Specifically, let us assume without
loss of generality that f1 > f2 > · · · > fM . We sampled
p11p21 0 0 0 1 p20 iid from N40145, and set c̆=

∑20
i=1pi�i+c̄,

where c̄ was drawn from N401 IM5. This c̆ was then nor-
malized to produce a unit-length c. We can see that such c
vector tends to have larger projections on �11 0 0 0 1�20 than
other directions. As we shall see in the results, directed
PCA has more prominent advantage in such scenario. It is
also worth mentioning that such scenario is not unusual in
practice. For example, in portfolio management, c represents
the expected return of assets and can often be weakly aligned
with some market factors.

To compare the performance, we consider out-of-sample
objective value delivered by the decision generated by
each algorithm. Specifically, once each algorithm produces
a covariance matrix estimate è̂, we compute a decision
û=

1
2 è̂

−1c, and then evaluate the out-of-sample objective
value by E6g4x1 û57 = cTû − ûTè∗û. Figure 1 plots the
average out-of-sample objective value delivered by each
algorithm for the independent and aligned objective cases.
Here the x-axis is the log-ratio of the number of samples
to the number of variables. This measure represents the
availability of data relative to the number of variables, and is
expected to drive performance differences. It is easy to see
that PEO has an advantage over UTM, and the advantage is
particularly large when the objective vector is weakly aligned
with primary factors. Indeed, the gain of PEO over UTM
can be as high as 34% when the size of dataset is small.

Our second type of synthetic data was generated using a
similar procedure except Step 4 was replaced by

è∗ = F1/2
∗

FT/2
∗

+ diag4er11 0 0 0 1 erM 51
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Figure 1. The average out-of-sample objective value delivered by URM, UTM, and PEO, for (a) independent objective,
and (b) aligned objective.
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Note. The error bars denote one standard deviation.

where r11 0 0 0 1 rM were drawn iid from N40100625. This way
we effectively introduced moderate variation into resid-
ual variances. EM, STM, and SPEO were tested on this
nonuniform residual data set, and Figure 2 plots the average
out-of-sample objective value delivered by these algorithms
for both independent and aligned objective vectors. These
results has similar trend as in Figure 1, except a mild increase
in the advantage of SPEO.

5.2. Real Data

Since portfolio optimization is an important application of
directed PCA, in this subsection we present our experiment
results for such setting using real stock return data. A typical
portfolio optimization problem aims to select a portfolio that

Figure 2. The average out-of-sample objective value delivered by EM, STM, and SPEO, for (a) independent objective, and
(b) aligned objective.
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maximizes certain-equivalent payoff, defined as the expected
payoff of the portfolio minus the variance of the payoff
weighted by a risk-aversion coefficient. Let us denote the
future returns of M assets by a vector y ∈�M , and denote
the dollar amounts we would like to invest on these assets
by a vector u ∈�M . We can write the objective as

max
u

E6uTy7− � Var6uTy71

where the risk-aversion coefficient � is usually set to some
small value in the order of 10−6. Now suppose we are given
a good estimate of the expected future returns E6y7, denoted
by a vector �̂ ∈�M . In general, the magnitude of �̂ is much
smaller than that of y, and therefore Var6uTy7' E64uTy527.
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Based on this approximation, we can recast the objective by
E6g4u1y57, where g is defined in (1) with objective vector
c = �−1�̂. We now demonstrate how directed PCA can help
generate better portfolio decision u in this scenario. It is worth
mentioning that this scenario is indeed a common industry
practice where multiple groups of researchers collaboratively
work on different aspects of portfolio management. Specifi-
cally, one group of researchers would use various methods to
produce an estimate for asset returns �̂, while another group
take this estimate as input and produce investment decisions
based on a risk metric. Here we focus on the latter part of
this process.

Our experiments involve estimation of covariance matrices
from historical daily returns of stocks represented in the
S&P 500 index as of March, 2011. We use price data
collected from the period starting November 2, 2001, and
ending August 9, 2007. This period was chosen to avoid the
erratic market behavior observed during the bursting of the
dot-com bubble in 2000 and the financial crisis that began
in 2008. Daily returns were computed from closing prices
while outliers were clipped. Over this duration, there were
1,450 trading days, indexed by 11 0 0 0 11450, and 453 stocks
under consideration. Let us denote the daily return of stock i

on day t by yi1 t , and use y4t5 = 6y11 t 0 0 0 yM1t7
T, M = 453,

to represent the return vector on day t. More details on this
preprocessing procedure can be found in the appendix.

We generated estimates corresponding to each among a
subset of the 1,450 days. As would be done in real-time
application, for each such day t we used N data points
8y4t−N+151 0 0 0 1y4t59 that would have been available on that
day to compute the estimate and subsequent data to assess
performance. In particular, we generated estimates every
20 days beginning on day 1,350 and ending on day 1,430. For
each of these days, we evaluated the certain-equivalent payoff
over the next 20 days. Figure 3 illustrates this sliding-window
procedure.

However, those y4t5 vectors can hardly be regarded as
stationary, mainly due to the fluctuation of volatility over
time. Thus, instead of naively applying covariance learning
algorithms on y4t5, we considered a more sophisticated

Figure 3. The sliding-window procedure for testing.

 

approach. We first computed the 50-day-average volatility at
each time point � > 50 for every asset i, formally defined as

�i1 �
4

=

√

1
50

50
∑

j=1

y2
i1 �−j 0

We then used these quantities to normalize daily returns,
resulting in normalized daily return vectors

x4�5
4

=

[

y11 �

�11 �

0 0 0
yM1�

�M1�

]T

0

The distribution of these x4�5 vectors is closer to being
stationary than that of y4�5, and hence it makes more sense
to apply covariance learning algorithms on x4�5.

Because of this normalization process, the objective
vector c and decision u need special handling, too, as
suggested in §4.3. Recall that our objective is to construct a
decision u from 8y4t−N+151 0 0 0 1y4t59 that aims to optimize
the certain-equivalent payoff over the subsequent 20 days,
which can be written as

cTu−
1

20

20
∑

j=1

4uTy4t+j55
2
= cTu−

1
20

20
∑

j=1

4uTé4t+j5x4t+j55
2

where é4�5=diag4�11 � 1�21 � 1 0 0 0 1 �M1�5. Since �i1 � is a 50-day
moving-average, we have �i1 t ' �i1 t+j , for j = 1121
0 0 0 120, and therefore

cTu−
1

20

20
∑

j=1

4uTé4t+j5x4t+j55
2

' cTu−
1

20

20
∑

j=1

4uTé4t5x4t+j55
2

= 4é−1
4t5 c5

T4é4t5u5−
1

20

20
∑

j=1

44é4t5u5
Tx4t+j55

20

Letting c′ =é−1
4t5 c and u′ =é4t5u, we can rewrite the last

equation in the canonical form c′Tu′ −
1

20

∑20
j=14u

′Tx4t+j55
2,

which suggests we apply various learning algorithms to
normalized returns 8x4t−N+151 0 0 0 1x4t59 with scaled objective
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vectors c′, and scale the resulting decisions u′ to arrive
at final decisions u=é−1

4t5 u
′. Algorithm 2 formalizes this

procedure. For each learning algorithm A, we took the
average of these five 20-day averages to be its out-of-sample
performance, defined as

1
5

4
∑

j=0

T4�̂1A1N 11350 + 20j50

In our implementation, we set � = 10−6, � = 40, and the
regularization parameters K and � were selected by a cross-
validation procedure, whose details can be found in the
appendix.

Algorithm 2 (Testing Procedure T)
Input: expected returns �̂, learning algorithm A, window size N ,

time point t
Output: average certain-equivalent payoff over test period

t + 11 0 0 0 1 t + 20

X←

{

x4�5

∣

∣

∣

∣

x4�5 =
[

y11�

�11�
···

yM1�

�M1�

]T

1�= t−N +110001t
}

// normalized returns

c′
← �−1

[

�̂1

�11 t
· · ·

�̂M

�M1t

]T

// scale objective vector by the latest volatility
è̂←A4X1 c5

u′
← 1

2 è̂
−1c

u←

[

u′
1

�11 t
· · ·

u′
M

�M1t

]T

// scale the decision by the latest volatility

return �̂Tu− � · 1
20

∑t+20
�=t+14u

Ty4�55
2.

To evaluate the efficacy of our method for a wide range
of possible scenarios, we repeated the above procedure one
hundred times, each with a different expected returns vector
�̂ randomly sampled from N40110−6I5. Figure 4 plots the
average certain-equivalent payoff delivered by EM, STM,
and SPEO for each N ∈ 860018001110001112009. SPEO is
the dominant solution, generally outperforming the runner-up
STM by 7%. It is worth noting that the performance of
each algorithm peaks at N = 11000. If the time series were
stationary, one would expect performance to monotonically
improve with N , as we have observed in the synthetic data
experiment. However, this is a real time series and might
not be perfectly stationary. We believe that its distribution
changes enough over about a thousand trading days so that
using historical data collected further back degrades the
estimates. This observation indeed suggests that in real
applications SPEO is likely to deliver significantly superior
performance than STM or EM even when a large amount of
data is provided. This is in contrast with the synthetic data
experiment, which may have led to an impression that the
performance difference could be made arbitrarily small by
using more data.

Figure 4. The average certain-equivalent payoff deliv-
ered by EM, STM, and SPEO, for 100 ran-
domly generated objectives.
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6. Analysis
Through computational studies, we have demonstrated that
directed PCA leads to better decisions than conventional
PCA. In this section we provide an analysis that helps
to explain the sources of improvement. We will focus on
analysis of the uniform-residual case, though extension to
nonuniform-residual case is straightforward. Our analysis will
focus on a comparison between PEO and UTM, since PEO
can be viewed as a variation of UTM that takes the decision
objective into account and both PEO and UTM outperform
URM. For further discussion comparing UTM against URM,
we refer the reader to Kao and Van Roy (2013).

Let us start by developing some intuition for what directed
PCA does. Recall that PEO aims to maximize g̃4è5 while
maintaining high p4è �X5. Since èSAM maximizes g̃4è5
and è�

UTM maximizes p4è �X5, we can think of è�1�
PEO as an

estimate that deviates from è�
UTM toward èSAM in order to

increase g̃4è5. Furthermore, because the value of g̃4è5 is
more sensitive to changes along the direction of ccT, such
deviations tend to be larger for components that are aligned
with c. The following example illustrates this property.

Suppose

èSAM =

[

2 0
0 1

]

and 2�/N = 003. By (11), we have

èUTM =

[

107 0
0 103

]

0

To simplify illustration, let us restrict attention to covariance
matrices that take the form

è−1
=

[

x 0
0 y

]

0
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Figure 5. The level sets of p4è �X5 is given by the gray curves, whereas the black curves plot the level sets of g̃4è5 for
(a) c = 6008 0027T and (b) c = 6002 0087T.
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Note. The cross, plus sign, and star represent èUTM, èSAM, and èPEO, respectively.

Figure 5(a) plots the level sets of g̃4è5 and p4è �X5 in
the x-y plane, for an objective vector c = 6008 0027T that
is closely aligned with 61 07T. We label èUTM, èSAM, and
èPEO in the same plot. It is easy to see that the displacement
between PEO and SAM is much smaller in the x-direction
than in the y-direction. On the other hand, Figure 5(b) plots
the same contours for an objective vector c = 6002 0087T, and
in this case PEO deviates from UTM mostly in y-direction.

Let us now move on to establish more formal results.
We will consider an idealized, analytically tractable scenario
in which the sample covariance matrix èSAM turns out
to be identical to è∗. As we shall see, such simplifying
assumption can largely facilitate our analysis and lead to
directly interpretable results.

Let an eigendecomposition of è∗ be ALAT, where A=

6a11a21 0 0 0 1aM 7 is orthonormal and L= diag4l11 l21 0 0 0 1 lM5,
with l1 > l2 > · · ·> lK > lK+1 = lK+2 = · · · = lM = �2

∗
. Recall

that we evaluate the quality of an estimate è̂ by the out-of-
sample performance of the resulting decision 1

2 è̂
−1c. Let us

denote such performance measure by a function

G4è̂5= E
[

g
(

1
2 è̂

−1c1x
)]

0

Under the simplifying assumption that èSAM = è∗, we
can demonstrate the advantage of PEO over UTM by the
following result.

Proposition 1. If c ∈ 8a11 0 0 0 1aM9, for any �> 0 such that
G4è�

UTM5 6= supèG4è5, we have

G4è�1�
PEO5 >G4è�

UTM51 ∀ � > 00

Furthermore, the gap of this inequality monotonically
increases with �.

This proposition indicates that, under the simplifying
assumption, if the objective vector is an eigenvector of è∗,

and the estimate produced by UTM is not already optimal,
then PEO generally outperforms UTM. To further quantify
the degree of this improvement, we now give a pair of results
that illustrate how the improvement can be arbitrarily large
as the data dimension grows. These results will be based on
an additional condition on the � parameter. Specifically, we
will assume � is fixed to M�2

∗
from now on. Such setting is

recommended by Kao and Van Roy (2013), who has shown
through random matrix theory that this parameter choice
optimizes the prediction accuracy of UTM estimate in terms
of the expected log-likelihood of out-of-sample data.

Using this additional condition, our next result identifies
an asymptotic regime where the improvement of PEO over
UTM grows with the data dimension.

Proposition 2. Fixing N , K, and �2
∗
, consider a sequence

of covariance matrices è
4M5
∗ and objective vectors c4M5,

indexed by the dimension M , that satisfy l
4M5
i ∈ 62�/N − �i1

2�/N + �i7 for i = 1121 0 0 0 1K and constants �11 0 0 0 1 �K . If
c4M5 ∈ 8a4M5

1 1a4M5
2 1 0 0 0 1a4M5

K 9, we have

lim
�→�

G4è�1�
PEO5−G4è�

UTM5=ì4M50

The above result implies the performance gap between
PEO and UTM is particularly large when the objective
vector is aligned with the factor loading vectors, as we
have observed in our experiment results. For the opposite
case where the objective vector is orthogonal to the factor
loading vectors, we can still illustrate the advantage of
PEO over UTM in terms of performance ratio, as formerly
described below.

Proposition 3. Fixing N and �2
∗
, consider a sequence

of covariance matrices è
4M5
∗ and objective vectors c4M5,

indexed by the dimension M , that satisfy K4M5 = ��M�,
where � ∈ 40115 is a constant, and l

4M5
i > 2�/N + �2

∗
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for i = 1121 0 0 0 1K4M5. If c4M5 ⊥ span8a4M5
1 1a4M5

2 1 0 0 0 1a4M5

K4M59,
we have

lim
�→�

G4è�1�
PEO5

G4è�
UTM5

=ì4M50

This pair of results together suggest that directed PCA
generally offers substantial improvement over conventional
PCA methods for high-dimensional problems, and indeed
manifest the importance of accounting for the decision
objective in the estimation process.

7. Conclusion
We have proposed a new approach to covariance matrix
estimation, which we refer to as directed PCA. The idea is
to produce a covariance matrix estimate that corresponds to
a factor model with factor loadings and residual variances
estimated in a way that optimizes in-sample performance of
the resulting decision strategy subject to a constraint that the
model explains the data well. Such a method effectively
incorporates the decision objective into the model fitting pro-
cedure. Computational and theoretical analyses demonstrate
that our approach indeed outperforms conventional methods.

There is a growing body of research on variations of
PCA, including methods that generate sparse factor loadings
(Jolliffe et al. 2003, Zou et al. 2006, D’Aspremont et al. 2004,
Johnstone and Lu 2009, Amini and Wainwright 2009) and
methods that are resistant to corrupted data (Pison et al. 2003,
Candès et al. 2009, Xu et al. 2010). It would be interesting
to explore how to incorporate decision objectives into those
settings. Furthermore, the portfolio management application
we consider in this paper has a relatively simple setting,
whereas more sophisticated variations have been proposed
(see Steinbach 2001 for a detailed survey). Extending our
method to deal with those settings is also a potential direction
for future research.
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Appendix A. Proof

Theorem 1. For any è ∈�M
++, è=è� if and only if it is a fixed

point that satisfies

è=F�4èSAM +�C⊗D51

where C= ccT, D=è−1èSAM − I, and C⊗D 4
= 1

2 4CD+DTCT5.

Proof. We first show that è� satisfies (14). Expanding g̃4è5 and
logp4X �è5, we can re-write (13) as

min
G1 v

�
(

1
2 c

T4vI−G5èSAM4vI−G5c− cT4vI−G5c
)

− log det4vI−G5+ tr
(

4vI−G5èSAM

)

+�′ tr4G5

s.t. G ∈�M
+ 1

where �′ = 2�/N . Note that the constraint v ¾ 0 is implied in
the domain of the objective function. We associate a Lagrange
multiplier ì ∈�M

+ with the G ∈�M
+ constraint and write down the

Lagrangian as

L4G1v1ì5=�
(

1
2 c

T4vI−G5èSAM4vI−G5c−cT4vI−G5c
)

−logdet4vI−G5+tr
(

4vI−G5èSAM

)

+�′ tr4G5−tr4ìG50

Let 4G�1 v�5 be the optimal solution, and let ì� be the correspond-
ing Lagrangian multiplier. By KKT conditions we have:

ïGL
∣

∣

G� 1 v� 1ì�

= �
(

ccT
− 1

2 cc
T4v�I−G�5èSAM − 1

2èSAM4v�I−G�5cc
T
)

+ 4v�I−G�5
−1

−èSAM +�′I−ì� = 01 (A1)

¡L

¡v

∣

∣

∣

∣

G� 1 v� 1ì�

= −� tr
(

ccT
−

1
2 cc

T4v�I−G�5èSAM −
1
2èSAM4v�I−G�5cc

T
)

+ tr4èSAM5− tr44v�I−G�5
−15= 01 (A2)

ì�1G� ∈�M
+ 1 (A3)

tr4ì�G�5= 00 (A4)

Using the fact that è� = 4v�I−G�5
−1 and D=è−1

� èSAM − I, we
can rewrite (A1) as

4v�I−G�5
−1

−�C⊗D−èSAM +�′I−ì� = 0

and rewrite (A2) as

tr
(

�C⊗D+èSAM − 4v�I−G�5
−1
)

= 00

To simplify notation, let us define è̂=èSAM +�C⊗D, and further
rewrite (A1) and (A2) as

è̂= 4v�I−G�5
−1

+�′I−ì�1 (A5)

tr4è̂5= tr
(

4v�I−G�5
−1
)

(A6)

Let an eigendecomposition of G� be AQAT for which A =

6a11 0 0 0 1aM 7 is orthonormal. Plugging this into (A4) we get

0 = tr4ì�G�5= tr4ì�AQAT5= tr4ATì�AQ5=

M
∑

i=1

Qi1 ia
T
i ì�ai0

By (A3), Qi1 i ¾ 0 and aT
i ì�ai ¾ 0, ∀ i = 11 0 0 0 1M , which implies

aT
i ì�ai = 0 if Qi1 i > 01 ∀ i = 11 0 0 0 1M0

Let I+ = 8i2 Qi1 i > 09. Since ì� is positive semidefinite, for all
i0 ∈I+ we also have ì�ai0 = 0. Furthermore, since

4v�I−G�5
−1

=Adiag
(

1
v� −Q111

1 0 0 0 1
1

v� −QM1M

)

AT1

multiplying (A5) by ai0 leads to

è̂ai0 =
ai0

v� −QM1M

+�′ai0 =

(

1
v� −Qi01 i0

+�′

)

ai0 (A7)
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which shows ai0 is an eigenvector of è̂. Now suppose ǍSǍT is an

eigendecomposition of è̂ such that Ǎ= 6ǎ1 0 0 0 ǎM 7 is orthonormal
and ǎi = ai for all i ∈I+. Let us define I′ = 81121 0 0 0 1M9\I+ =

8i2 Qi1 i = 09. Note that

G� =
∑

i∈I+

Qi1 iaia
T
i +

∑

i∈I′

Qi1 iaia
T
i =

∑

i∈I+

Qi1 iǎiǎ
T
i +

∑

i∈I′

0 ·aia
T
i

=
∑

i∈I+

Qi1 iǎiǎ
T
i +

∑

i∈I′

0 · ǎiǎ
T
i 1

which implies Ǎ consists of the eigenvectors of G� . Therefore,
without loss of generality we can assume Ǎ = A, and write
è̂=ASAT. Comparing this with (A7), we have

Si01 i0
=

1
v� −Qi01 i0

+�′1 ∀ i0 ∈I+0 (A8)

Recall that è� = 4v�I−G�5
−1 = 4v�I−AQAT5−1 =AHAT, where

Hi1 i = 1/4v� −Qi1 i5, for i = 11 0 0 0 1M . Comparing this expression
with (A8) we arrive at

Hi01 i0
= Si01 i0

−�′1 ∀ i0 ∈I+1

or more generally

Hi1 i =











Si1 i −�′ if Qi1 i > 01

1
v�

otherwise1
i = 11 0 0 0 1M0

Since Hi1 i ¾ 1/v� , to see Hi1 i = max8Si1 i −�′11/v�9, it remains to
show Hi1 i ¾ Si1 i −�′ for all i. This follows by rearranging (A5)

4v�I−G�5
−1

−è̂+�′I=ì� �0

⇒ AHAT
−ASAT

+A�′IAT
�0 ⇒ H−S+�′I�0

⇒ Hi1 i¾Si1 i−�′1 ∀ i=110001M0

Finally, by (A6) we know è̂ and è� share the same trace, and thus
F�4è̂5=è� , as desired.

We now prove the reverse direction. Suppose è̃ is a matrix in
�M

++ that satisfies

F�4èSAM +�C⊗ D̃5= è̃1

where D̃= è̃−1èSAM − I. Let an eigendecomposition of èSAM +

�C⊗ D̃ be ÃS̃ÃT, where Ã = 6ã1 0 0 0 ãM 7 is orthonormal and
S̃111 ¾ S̃212 ¾ · · ·¾ S̃M1M . By the definition of F�, we know è̃ has
an eigendecomposition ÃH̃Ã, where the eigenvalues satisfy

M
∑

i=1

H̃i1 i =

M
∑

i=1

S̃i1 i1 and

H̃i1 i = max
{

S̃i1 i −�′1
1
ṽ

}

1 i = 11 0 0 0 1M1

for some scalar ṽ. Thus, there exists an integer K̃ ∈ 601M − 17
such that

H̃i1 i = S̃i1 i −�′ ¾ 1
ṽ
1 for i = 1121 0 0 0 1 K̃1 and

H̃i1 i =
1
ṽ
¾ S̃i1 i −�′1 for i = K̃ + 11 0 0 0 1M0

Since è̃ ∈�M
++, we have H̃i1 i > 0 for all i and therefore ṽ > 0. Now

let G̃ =
∑K̃

i=14ṽ−1/H̃i1 i5ãiã
T
i and ì̃=

∑M
i=K̃+14H̃i1 i− S̃i1 i+�′5ãiã

T
i .

It is easy to see that G̃1ì̃ ∈ �M
+ , and tr4ì̃G̃5= 0. Since è̃ =

4ṽI− G̃5−1, we also have

4ṽI− G̃5−1
−�C⊗ D̃−èSAM +�′I− ì̃

= ÃH̃Ã− ÃS̃Ã+�′I− ì̃= 01 and

tr4�C⊗ D̃+èSAM − 4ṽI− G̃5−15=

M
∑

i=1

S̃i1 i −

M
∑

i=1

H̃i1 i = 00

In other words, 4G̃1 ṽ1ì̃5 satisfy the KKT conditions (A1)–(A4).
Since the primal problem is convex, KKT conditions are sufficient
for optimality of 4G̃1 ṽ5, and hence è̃=è� . �

To prove Proposition 1, we first prove the following lemma.

Lemma 1. If c is an eigenvector of èSAM, then è�1�
PEO and èSAM

share the same eigenvectors.

Proof. Recall that with appropriate choice of � ¾ 0, we have
è�1�

PEO = 4v�I−G�5
−1, where 4G�1 v�5 is the solution to (13). One

standard approach for solving (13) is interior-point method with
log barrier. This involves absorbing the G� 0 constraint into a
term 41/t5 log det4G5 and iteratively solving

max
G1 v

�g̃4è5+ logp4X �è5−� tr4G5+
1
t

log det4G5 (A9)

for an increasing sequence of t > 0. As t goes to infinity, its
solution converges to that of (13). Without loss of generality, let us
start this iterative procedure with an initial point 4G01 v05= 4IM 125.
Obviously G0 has the same eigenvectors as èSAM. Let us denote
the objective of (A9) by Lt4G1 v5. Then we have

ïGLt4G1 v5

= −
�N

2

(

ccT
− 1

2 cc
T4vI−G5èSAM − 1

2èSAM4vI−G5ccT
)

+
N

2
4èSAM − 4vI−G5−15−�I+

1
t
G−10

Recall that, if two symmetric matrices A and B share the same
eigenvectors, then both A+B and AB have the same eigenvectors,
too. Since ccT, v0I−G0, èSAM, 4v0I−G05

−1, and G−1
0 are all

symmetric and have the same eigenvectors, we know ïGLt �4G01 v05

also has the same eigenvectors. Therefore, if we update parameter
G by this gradient, the next G we arrive at will also have the same
eigenvectors. By induction, such eigen-structure is invariant over
each iteration. In other words, when we solve (A9) by gradient
ascent method, the resultant G will still have the same eigenvectors
as èSAM.

Since this argument is independent of the value of t, as t goes
to infinity, such result still holds. Therefore, G� has the same
eigenvectors as èSAM, and so does è�1�

PEO. �

Proposition 1. If c ∈ 8a11 0 0 0 1aM9, for any � > 0 such that
G4è�

UTM5 6= supèG4è5, we have

G4è�1�
PEO5 >G4è�

UTM51 ∀ � > 00

Furthermore, the gap of this inequality monotonically increases
with �.
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Proof. By (13), let us rewrite è�1�
PEO as è� , where � is a scalar

monotonically increasing with �, and � = 0 when � = 0. Since
èSAM = è∗ = ALAT, by (11) we have F�4è∗5 = è�

UTM and
therefore è�

UTM =AWAT, where W ∈�M
+ is the soft-thresholded

version of L. Furthermore, by Lemma 1 we know è� also has
the same eigenvectors A. Let us denote è� by AH�A

T, where
H� = diag4h14�51 0 0 0 1 hM 4�55, and define W= diag4w11 0 0 0 1wM 5.
Obviously H0 =W.

Suppose c = ai0 . By Theorem 1, we know

F�4èSAM +�C⊗D5=è�1

where C= ccT = ai0a
T
i0

and D=è−1
� èSAM − I. Since C, D, and

èSAM all have the same eigenvectors A, we can remove it and write

F�

(

L+�

(

li0
hi0

4�5
− 1

)

ei0e
T
i0

)

=H� 0

Let f�4h5 be the i0th diagonal entry of matrix

F�

(

L+�
li0

h− 1
ei0e

T
i0

)

0

Then hi0
4�5 is a solution to the equation f�4h5= h. Also note that

f�4h5 is continuous and monotonically decreases with h.
Now consider three cases:
1. wi0

< li0 : We have

f�4li05=wi0
< li0

and

f�4wi0
5= the i0th diagonal entry of matrix

F�

(

L+�

(

li0
wi0

− 1
)

ei0e
T
i0

)

> the i0th diagonal entry of matrix F�4L5=wi0
0

This is equivalent to f�4wi0
5−wi0

> 0 and f�4li05− li0 < 0. Thus,
by Intermediate Value Theorem, we know there exists h′ ∈ 4wi0

1 li0 5
that satisfies

f�4h
′5= h′0

Furthermore, by the monotonicity of f�4h5, we know the solution
to f�4h5= h is unique, and therefore h′ = hi0

4�5.
But for all h ∈ 4wi0

1 li0 5, we have 4li0/h− 15 > 0, which implies

f�1
4h5 > f�2

4h51 ∀�1 >�20

Therefore, the root of equation f�4h5= h monotonically increases
with �. This implies that hi0

4�5 monotonically increases from wi0

toward li0 , as � increases from 0 toward �.
Recall that

1
2
4è�

UTM5
−1c =

ai0
2wi0

and therefore

G4è�
UTM5= cT

(

ai0
2wi0

)

−

(

ai0
2wi0

)T

è∗

(

ai0
2wi0

)

=
1

2wi0

−
li0

4w2
i0

=
1

4li0
− li0

(

1
2wi0

−
1

2li0

)2

0

Similarly,

G4è�5=
1

4li0
− li0

(

1
2hi0

4�5
−

1
2li0

)2

and thus

G4è�5−G4è�
UTM5

= li0

((

1
2wi0

−
1

2li0

)2

−

(

1
2hi0

4�5
−

1
2li0

)2)

1

which is positive and monotonically increases as � increases from
0 toward � and hi0

4�5 increases from wi0
toward li0 .

2. wi0
= li0 : In this case, G4è�

UTM5 = G4è∗5 = supèG4è5,
which is precluded from the assumption.

3. wi0
> li0 : Similarly to case 1, we can see that hi0

4�5 mono-
tonically decreases from wi0

toward li0 as � increases from 0
toward �, and therefore the desired results follow. �
Proposition 2. Fixing N , K, and �2

∗ , consider a sequence of
covariance matrices è4M5

∗ and objective vectors c4M5, indexed by
the dimension M , that satisfy l

4M5
i ∈ 62�/N − �i12�/N +�i7 for

i = 1121 0 0 0 1K and constants �11 0 0 0 1 �K . If c4M5 ∈ 8a4M5
1 1a4M5

2 1

0 0 0 1a4M5
K 9, we have

lim
�→�

G4è�1�
PEO5−G4è�

UTM5=ì4M50

Proof. Suppose c4M5 = a4M5
iM

, iM ¶K. By the derivation in Propo-

sition 1, we have lim�→� G4è�1�
PEO5= lim�→� G4è�5= 1/44l4M5

iM
5,

whereas G4è�
UTM5 only depends on the iM th eigenvalue of è�

UTM,
for which we now derive an upper bound.

Let �̂2
4M5 be the smallest eigenvalue of è�

UTM. Since

�̂2
4M5 ¶

1
M

tr4è4M5
∗ 5=

1
M

( K
∑

i=1

l
4M5
i + 4M −K5�2

∗

)

¶ 1
M

(

2K�
N

+

K
∑

i=1

�i + 4M −K5�2
∗

)

=
1
M

(

2KM�2
∗

N
+M�2

∗ + constant
)

1

there exists M0 such that �̂2
4M5 ¶ 42K/N +15�2

∗ +1 for all M >M0.
Now let the iM th eigenvalue of è�

UTM be hM . By (11), we have

hM = max
{

l
4M5
iM

−
2�
N

1 �̂2
4M5

}

¶ max8�iM 1 �̂
2
4M590

Letting h′ = max8�11 0 0 0 1 �K1 42K/N + 15�2
∗ + 19, we further have

hM ¶ h′1 ∀M >M0. Since h′ is a constant and l
4M5
1 1 0 0 0 1 l

4M5
K =

ì4M5, there exists an integer M1 >M0 such that l4M5
i >h′ >hM

for all i = 11 0 0 0 1K and M >M1. Therefore,

G4è�
UTM5=

1

4l4M5
iM

− l
4M5
iM

(

1
2hM

−
1

2l4M5
iM

)2

¶ 1

4l4M5
iM

− l
4M5
iM

(

1
2h′

−
1

2l4M5
iM

)2

1 ∀M >M1

and

lim
�→�

G4è�1 �
PEO5−G4è�

UTM5¾ l
4M5
iM

(

1
2h′

−
1

2l4M5
iM

)2

1 ∀M >M10

The desired result then follows from the fact l4M5
iM

=ì4M5. �
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Proposition 3. Fixing N and �2
∗ , consider a sequence of covari-

ance matrices è
4M5
∗ and objective vectors c4M5, indexed by the

dimension M , that satisfy K4M5 = ��M�, where � ∈ 40115 is a
constant, and l

4M5
i > 2�/N +�2

∗ for i = 1121 0 0 0 1K4M5. If c4M5 ⊥

span8a4M5
1 1a4M5

2 1 0 0 0 1a4M5

K4M59, we have

lim
�→�

G4è�1�
PEO5

G4è�
UTM5

=ì4M50

Proof. Since

è4M5
∗ =ALAT

=

K4M5
∑

i=1

4l
4M5
i −�2

∗ 5a
4M5
i a4M5T

i +�2
∗ I and

c4M5
⊥ span8a4M5

1 1a4M5
2 1 0 0 0 1a4M5

K 91

we know c4M5 is an eigenvector of è4M5
∗ with eigenvalue �2

∗ . Without
loss of generality, let c4M5 = a4M5

iM
, iM > K. By the derivation

in Proposition 1, we have lim�→� G4è�1�
PEO5 = lim�→� G4è�5 =

1/44�2
∗ 5, whereas G4è�

UTM5 only depends on the iM th eigenvalue
of è�

UTM, for which we now derive a lower bound.
Since è

4M5
∗ has K4M5 outstanding eigenvalues and the remaining

M −K4M5 ones equal to �2
∗ , the matrix è�

UTM = F�4è
4M5
∗ 5 can

have at most K4M5 outstanding eigenvalues. Let the number of
outstanding eigenvalues of è�

UTM be K̂4M5. Since iM ∈ 8K4M5 + 11
K4M5 + 21 0 0 0 1M9, we know the iM th eigenvalue of è�

UTM will be
the smallest eigenvalue of è�

UTM, and by the trace-preservation
property of F�, the smallest eigenvalue of è�

UTM will be

�̂2
4M5 =

1

M−K̂4M5

(

2K̂4M5�

N
+

K4M5
∑

i=K̂4M5+1

l
4M5
i +4M−K4M55�2

∗

)

>
1

M−K̂4M5

(

2K̂4M5�

N
+4K4M5

−K̂4M55

(

2�
N

+�2
∗

)

+4M−K4M55�2
∗

)

=
1

M−K̂4M5

(

2K̂4M5�

N
+4K4M5

−K̂4M55
2�
N

)

+�2
∗

=
1

M−K̂4M5

(

2K4M5�

N

)

+�2
∗

=
1

M−��M�

(

2��M�M�2
∗

N

)

+�2
∗

¾ 1
M−�M

(

2�M2�2
∗

N

)

+�2
∗ =

2�
N41−�5

·M�2
∗ +�2

∗ 0

Therefore, there exists a constant �> 0 such that

�̂2
4M5 > 4�M + 15�2

∗ 0 (A10)

Recall that

G4è�
UTM5=

1

2�̂2
4M5

−
�2

∗

4�̂4
4M5

=
1

2�̂2
4M5

(

1 −
�2

∗

2�̂2
4M5

)

0

Plugging (A10) into this we have

0 <G4è�
UTM5 <

1
M

·
1

2��2
∗

1

and therefore

lim
�→�

G4è�1�
PEO5

G4è�
UTM5

=ì4M50 �

Appendix B. Experiment Details

B.1. Implementation of Algorithm 1

Let us denote the objective function of (13) by f 4G1 v5. Algorithm 3
describes the backtracking line search algorithm we used in our
implementation of Algorithm 1. Note that by the construction of
4ãG1ãv5, we know G+ãG ∈�M

+ and therefore 4G+�ãG5 ∈

�M
+ 1 ∀� ∈ 60117. Thus, we do not need to worry about violating

the positive-semidefinite constraint in this line search. Algorithm 4
further gives the details of our projected gradient ascent method.

Algorithm 3 (Backtracking Line Search)
Input: Starting point 4G1 v5 and search direction 4ãG1ãv5
Output: �

�← 1
while f 44G1 v5+�4ãG1ãv55 < f 4G1 v5+ 001

·�ïf 4G1 v5T4ãG1ãv5 do
�← �/2
if �< 10−6 then

return 0 // This update size is too small to be
meaningful.

end if
end while
return �.

Algorithm 4 (Projected Gradient Ascent)
Input: Starting point 4G1 v5

Output: 4Ĝ1 v̂5
�← 1
repeat

4G′1 v̂5← 4G1 v5+�ïf 4G1 v5
Let an eigendecomposition of G′ be AQAT for which

A= 6a1 0 0 0 aM 7 is orthonormal
Ĝ←

∑M
i=1 max8Qi1 i109ama

T
m

// Project G′ onto �M
+ by thresholding its eigenvalues

�← �/2
until f 4Ĝ1 v̂5 > f 4G1 v5

return 4Ĝ1 v̂5.

For the termination criterion “4vI−G5−1 satisfies (14)”, we
considered the following heuristics: We say a matrix è ∈ �M

+

satisfies (14) if

∥

∥è−F�4èSAM +�C⊗D5
∥

∥

F
< 10−3

�è�F 0

B.2. Choosing Regularization Parameters
via Cross Validation

For the synthetic data experiment, we select the regularization
parameter via the following cross-validation procedure. Let � be
the regularization parameter to be determined and A4X1 �5 be
the learning algorithm that takes as input 4X1 �5 and returns a
covariance matrix estimate. We randomly split X into a partial
training set XT and a validation set XV, whose sizes are roughly
70% and 30% of X, respectively. For each candidate value of �,
è̂�

T =A4XT1 �5 is computed and the likelihood p4XV � è̂�
T5 of the

validation set XV conditioned on the solution è̂�
T is evaluated.

The value of � that maximizes this likelihood is then selected
and fed into A4X1 �5 along with the full training set X, resulting
in our estimate è̂� . In our implementation, the K for URM/EM
are selected from 80111 0 0 0 1209, and the � for UTM/STM are
selected from 8701801 0 0 0 13009. These ranges are chosen so that
the selected values rarely fall on the extremes.
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For the real data experiment, we used the sliding-window
validation procedure as described in Algorithm 5. For each algorithm
A ∈ 8EM1STM9, its regularization parameter was selected by

�̂ = arg max
�

4
∑

j=0

V4A1 �1N 111250 + 20j50

In our implementation, the K for EM is selected from 8121131
0 0 0 1229, and the � for STM is selected from 836013801 0 0 0 15409.

Algorithm 5 (Validation Procedure V)
Input: learning algorithm A, regularization parameter �, window

size N , time point t
Output: log-likelihood of validation set

XT ←

{

x4�5

∣

∣

∣

∣

x4�5 =

[

y11 �

�11 �
· · ·

yM1�

�M1�

]T

1 � = t −N + 11 0 0 0 1 t
}

// training set,

XV ←

{

x4�5

∣

∣

∣

∣

x4�5 =

[

y11 �

�11 t
· · ·

yM1�

�M1t

]T

1 � = t + 11 0 0 0 1 t + 20
}

// validation set,
è̂←A4XT1 �5

return logp4XV � è̂5.

B.3. S&P 500 Data Preprocessing

Define November 2, 2001 as trading day 1 and August 9, 2007 as
trading day 1,451. After deleting 47 constituent stocks that are not
fully defined over this period, we compute for each stock the daily
returns as follows:

1. Let y′
i1 j be the adjusted close price of stock i on day j ,

i = 11 0 0 0 1453 and j = 11 0 0 0 111451.
2. Compute the raw daily-return of stock i on day j by

y′′

i1 j =
y′
i1 j+1

y′
i1 j

− 11 i = 11 0 0 0 14531 j = 11 0 0 0 1114500

3. Let ȳ be the smallest number such that at least 99.5% of all
y′′
i1 j are less than or equal to ȳ. Let y be the largest number such

that at least 99.5% of all y′′
i1 j ’s are greater than or equal to y. Clip

all y′′
i1 j by the interval 6 y1 ȳ7, and denote the resulting value by yi1 j .
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